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This book is dedicated to
my beautiful children

Sunshine
Jeremiah

Aja

I am so proud of you. 
much love always,

~ yo
  



A  foolish  consistency  is  the
hobgoblin  of  little  minds.
Speak  what  you  think  now in
hard  words  and  tomorrow
speak what tomorrow thinks in
hard  words  again,  though  it
contradict  everything  you  said
today  .  .  .  .  There  will  be  an
agreement  in  whatsoever
variety  of  actions,  so  they  be
honest  and  natural  in  their
hour. 

         ― RALPH WALDO EMERSON

Whatever  you  do  may  seem
insignificant  but  it  is  more
important that you do it. 

¾ MOHANDAS GANDHI
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~ WINTER ~

December 21, Thursday 1995
Sun ☼ in Sagittarius   New Moon  in 
JOURNALING THE JOURNAL 

In every work of genius we recognize our own rejected thoughts; 
they come back to us with a certain alienated majesty.     

~  Ralph Waldo Emerson

6:14 a.m.  ¾  I finish writing my first book,  Read & Run,  and
proud that I did not reject the thought to begin it last July. I start
printing a copy of  it from the computer just as Sunshine, my 23-
year-old daughter,  wakes  up and comes  downstairs.  I  proudly
announce, “I am finished.”

She responds with a sweet smile, “Congratulations! Good
going, Mom.” 

After finishing the printing, I walk to Copy King and have it
bound. My pride continues, “Margie, you have just bound the
first copy of  my first book.”

Always great with customers she responds enthusiastically,
“I’d like to read it.”

I mail the first copy to Jeremiah, my 20-year-old son living
in Colorado for a while to work and snowboard. The book will
be a Christmas present. 

When Mac comes home from work I cheerfully  report,
“I’m finished! I’m a journalist now. Yes?”

“No,” he pops, “you’re a journaler.”
Oh well. I was hoping to adopt journalist as a title; I’d like

new business cards. 
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Mac is my sweetie. He’s also the music columnist and a staff
feature  writer  for  the  local  daily  newspaper,  The  Monterey  County
Herald.  We  live  together  with  my  two  daughters,  Sunshine  and
twelve-year-old Aja.  



Mac and I go to happy hour at  El Cocodrillo restaurant in Pacific
Grove to hear bassist Dennis Murphy and his band. We sit with
friends and a gentleman named Phil Cisneros. 

As the evening and the conversation evolves, Phil lets me read
his children’s book,  The Reluctant Snowflake, that he wrote and self-
published. I read it and I find it so touching that it brings tears to
my eyes. 

Mac and I leave the restaurant for another Christmas party. Phil
is  at  this  one  too.  While  spooning  up  the  spinach  dip,  I  feel
compelled to say to Phil, “I find it strange that I should meet you
today.  At  6:14  this  morning  I  finished  my  first  book  and  I’ve
thought about self-publishing.”

“What’s the book about?” he asks.
“It’s a journal.”
He wrinkles his face, “A journal?”
“Yes. I’ve always journaled. I use journal writing for therapy; it

is  my  trusted  friend.  I  write  anything  I  want.  It’s  where  I  sort
through the chaos and work out problems.”

“Isn’t a journal rather personal?” 
My response comes easily, “Yes. But now I find myself  at a very

happy place in life; I’ve worked out most of  the big problems but I
still  like to journal.  I like the freedom to write whatever I want,
whenever I wish. I’ve tried other forms of  writing, like fiction, but
I have a very short attention span and I change almost daily. With
journaling I write about whatever gives me a charge at the moment.
I write about HIV, child rearing, aliens, hiking, whatever. Mac and I
have done some whitewater river rafting this past year and some of
that is in there.” I probably give him a longer answer than he wants,
but he lights up when I say river rafting.

“Which rivers did you do?” he asks.
“This year we did the Upper Kern River, the North Fork of  the

American, both in California, and the Rogue River in Oregon. I
wrote about the Rogue.”
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“I did the North Fork too,” he jumps in and tells of  a near
death experience, “The boat flipped us all into the rage and landed
upside down on top of  me, giving me an air pocket so I could
breathe. But my foot got caught underwater in rocks or logs.  Foot
entrapment, in rafting terminology. Nobody could see me. I thought
I was a goner. Scary.”

We talk for a while and he encourages me, “Your excitement
makes me want to read your book. Is it private?”

“No, . . . and yes. No one has read it yet. I sent a copy to my
son in Colorado but he hasn’t received it. I didn’t start writing it for
public consumption but as it evolved it took on a life of  its own.
I’m unsure of  its  future.  I’d like Mac to edit  it,  since he was a
newspaper editor in Carmel for six years.”

“Here’s  my card.  I’d  really  like  to read it.  I  am a teacher in
Salinas and a photographer.” 

I tell a few other well-chosen friends of  my accomplishment, “I
finished my book, today.” They would all ask the same questions,
“What’s  it  about?”  “Why  a  journal?”  “Isn’t  it  personal?”  Some
people I tell, mostly women, respond with, “I’ve always journaled,”
and they tell me their stories. It’s a great conversation starter. An
award-winning  singer/songwriter  friend,  Melody,  shares  that  her
journaling was how she started writing songs. The journaling had
turned to poems and the poems turned to songs. 

December 22, Friday ☼ in Capricorn / in  
WINTER SOLSTICE

It is by spending oneself that one becomes rich. 
~  Sarah Bernhardt 

I print two more copies of  my book from the computer. It’s hard
work for my printer but it would cost at least $20 to photocopy and
make just one book at the copy shop. I have the two copies bound
and wrap them for Mac and Sunshine  as Christmas gifts.  I  feel
excited and proud. 

“Will  I  write?”  I  asked  the-spirit-from-the-other-side  Dr.
Peebles (channeled by Thomas Jacobson) on May 4, 1989. He said
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to me: 

Well, we certainly encourage you to write, now, as the years go by. I believe the
writing that you’re thinking of, however, is down the road many years. This
will come after you speak. Part of  you wants to write first, speak later. So
the encouragement of  the spirit is for you to speak to the world, in person.
Otherwise you’ll just use that writing to live in your room again. And so, . . .
no, . . . use writing for journal writing and fictionalize it at times in order to
achieve a new honesty with yourself. And then you will more and more speak
with vulnerability instead of  what you think you should say. And with that
vulnerability you’ll  feel  free and you’ll  love talking with people.  And then
you’ll write about it. 

Back in the eighth grade I ran for student body treasurer and had
to make a speech on stage to the auditorium full  of  my fellow
students. I walked to the podium, shaking with fear. “Hi. My name
is . . .” and drew a blank. Silence. I could not remember my name. I
sat down. Much to my surprise, I won the election. Perhaps they
thought it was a joke. I don’t know. 

I had some job-required public speaking in 1992-94. At first it
was frightening,  but  the more I  did it,  the more fun it  became,
entertaining  a  roomful  of  people  with  just  my  words  and  a
microphone. I learned to allow myself  to speak whatever came to
mind, with vulnerability. I couldn’t believe my Self.

December 24, Sunday  in Aquarius 
MERRY HO-HO

Even if I set out to make a film about a fillet of sole, it would be about me. 
~ Federico Fellini

I love Christmas; everyone is so nice. Strangers on the street smile
and say Hello and Happy Holidays. Gifts and compiments flow freely
from the heart. Kindness softens the past and brightens the future.
Why can't we be like Christmas every day?

I  receive  some  books  for  Christmas  and  look  forward  to
exploring:  At the Well  of  Wyrd by Edred Thorsson (a rune book
from Chicago Steve, Mac’s best friend), The Tattooed Map, a novel by
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Barbara  Hodgeson,  and  Inner  Reflections,  an engagement  calendar
with  exquisite  nature  photos  and  quotes  by  Paramhansa
Yogananda.  I’m  still  waiting  for  The  Return  of  Merlin from  the
library, Deepak Chopra’s first novel that I have put on hold. I’ll
wait  till  it  arrives  and  I’ll  read  it  before  I  begin  the  Barbara
Hodgeson novel.  

Also, author and friend Colin Fletcher (who I wrote about in
my first book,  R&R) calls tonight. He’s a big Fellini fan. A friend
gave him a book for Christmas,  I, Fellini, by Charlotte Chandler.
(Fellini’s film,  8-½, is Colin’s favorite film.) Chandler knew Fellini
and this book recounts her conversations with him. I haven’t seen a
Fellini film, so I’ll watch one or two first before I venture into the
book. I mention it to Sunshine, who is studying film at Monterey
Community College, that I’d like to see 8-½ and she’s on it. She’ll
probably come home with it in the next few days. She likes foreign
films as much as, if  not more than, I do, and I love them quite a
bit. 

Books  have  always  been  very  important  to  me.  I  have  a
memory  dating  back  to  my  crib.  My  mother  and  father  were
elsewhere in the house, arguing, fighting. I was afraid. I felt like it
was  my  fault,  for  some  reason.  I  couldn’t  have  been  very  old
because I was still in a crib. I sat quietly wishing there had been a
cover over my crib to protect me from them. I remember that there
were books with me in my crib and saying to myself, at least I have
my  books.  I  wonder  what  I  did  in  another  lifetime?  Books  still
comfort  me  and  lift  me  out  to  experience  somebody  else’s
thoughts. 

Along with the Thorsson book, Chicago Steve also gives me a
set of  wooden runes that he made from a peach tree on Cannery
Row. The runes and a rune cloth are in a lovely deerskin pouch. He
also presents a piece of  Moldavite as a gift to me and suggests,
“Hold it up to the light.” I do and feel electric chills run through
my body.  The chills  last  for  a  long time.  “Come here,”  I  invite
others nearby. “Can you feel anything?” They say they do. I put it
around my neck. I have a lot of  reading to do.

December 25, Monday  in Aquarius    
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Wake up the rishi. “I must survive, I must create, I must be.”
~  Jawaharlal Nehru, The Discovery of India

Christmas ignites passionate and emotional energies; family is near
and  dear.  Sunshine  and  Mac  seem  pleased  with  their  books.
Sunshine started reading her copy immediately.

At Christmas dinner I hear Sunshine tell someone that she’s
read 34 pages already. She’s helped to find a few typos and spelling
mistakes. 

I go to bed with the Moldavite pendant around my neck. Then
I place it between my eyebrows on the third eye. My heart begins to
beat unevenly and I fall asleep. 

I wake up thrashing about. I hold the stone in my hand and
go back to sleep. I wake up again, thrashing about and take off  the
moldavite necklace.

December 26, Tuesday  in Pisces  

Happiness is not a goal, it is a by-product. 
~  Eleanor Roosevelt 

Sharing  that  I  have  finished  my  first  book  has  allowed  me  to
verbalize  my  motivation  for  writing  it  and  opens  up  related
conversations that might not have erupted. One friend, John Kelly,
bought a book for a Christmas gift entitled, Blown Sideways Through
Life,  by Claudia Shear. It’s a journal of  the different jobs of  the
author. John says it’s really funny. 

I  read  chapter  seven,  “Moldavite  Channelings,”  in  the
Simmons  and  Warner  book,  Moldavite:  Starborn  Stone  of
Transformation. As I lay down to sleep I wonder, Where is the quartz
crystal my friend Lynda gave to me? I want to find it. The word, pocket,
comes  to  mind,  so I  jump up,  turn  on the  light  and  rummage
through my closet. I look other places. No luck. I lay down again
and  place  the  Moldavite  stone  between  my  eyebrows.  Almost
immediately,  I  see  (in  my  mind’s  eye)  the  quartz  crystal  in  the
zippered pocket of  my purse. In the dark, I jump up, walk to the
living room, reach inside the purse pocket and pull out the quartz.
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How amusing is this?
I put the two stones in the pouch from Steve and place them

between the brows on the third eye. They seem very heavy. I put
them over my heart and fall asleep. 

I don’t sleep very well, so I move the pouch away from my
heart. I hold it in my right hand, fall asleep and have some scary
dreams with dark faces and places. I fall asleep again but still don’t
sleep very well. Concerned that I am keeping Mac awake I put the
stones on my nightstand.

December 27, Wednesday   in 
MOLDAVITE

In essence, when you bring this stone into the energies of the quartz, the
molecular structure shifts and allows a cohesion to take place between these
two  stones,  which  creates  an  amplified  energy,  or  a  harmony of  creative
thought patterns to take place.       

~Auriloitha, 
Moldavite: Starborn Stone of Transformation

What is Moldavite? 
Moldavite is the gem that fell to Earth. These rare green stones,
scientifically classed with tektites, showered down on what is now
Czechoslovakia some 14.8 million years ago.

~  Robert Simmons & Kathy Warner, 
Moldavite: Starborn Stone of Transformation

Meteorite.  It’s  a  rich translucent  green color.  Tektite [Gr.  tekios,
molten] a small, dark, glassy body, thought to be from outer space (from
Webster’s New World Dictionary).

This morning I immediately put the two stones on a saucer
and place it outside on the back porch for a sunbath. I should read
more in the book before I sleep with the Moldavite again. I flash
on the comic book, Superman, and his weakness around kryptonite.
Hm-m-m. Kryptonite is also a translucent green stone from outer
space. 
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December 28, Thursday  in Aries 
BOOKS

While in the backyard gardening, I spy a tall manly figure, dressed
in black, walking down the drive toward me. It’s Chicago Steve. He
brings  another  tektite  for  me.  This  one is  solid  black  and from
Thailand. He says, “I feel this one is for you.” 

I pull my Moldavite pouch out from under my sweater and
around my neck  and put  the  new piece  in  the  pouch with  my
quartz crystal. Tight fit, but it’ll do for now. 

Jeremiah calls  from Colorado.  He received his  copy of  my
first book yesterday and he’s about half  done. He says he can’t find
his copy of  The Autobiography of  a Yogi by Paramhansa Yogananda,
which I had given to him. He says he’s ready to read it. I’ll send him
another copy. R&R may have surprised him. Jeremiah, a.k.a. Frog, is
a very special soul. 

January 1,  Monday 1996  in Taurus 
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Assume a virtue though you have it not. 
~  William Shakespeare 

New Year’s Eve is no biggie at our house; New Year’s Day is the
big eating fest and celebration. Mac’s mom, Deko, is Japanese and
New Year’s  Day is  the  biggest  holiday of  the year.  Deko and I
cooked and cleaned all day yesterday.  Japanese food is served all
day  January  1.  It’s  an  open  house  that  goes  from  noon  until
everyone goes home, passes out or falls asleep. We start the day
with a ritual  sake ceremonial toast to one’s good health, happiness
and prosperity;  one  small  cup  for  each  blessing.  Everyone  who
enters the house drinks sake from the three tiny cups, makes three
wishes and gets a New Year’s blessing and hug from me. Repeat
attendees look forward to the party each year. This year I invited
Colin but he hasn’t showed up yet. As the day turns to night I give
up on him. He probably gets a lot of  invites. 
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When the light turns dark, I build a fire in the backyard fire
pit and tell the folks in the house that they can go to the backyard
and sit by the fire in the moonlight, if  they’d like. As I walk up the
driveway to retrieve another chair from the front porch, Colin pulls
up and parks his  car.  How pleasant. He apologizes and explains
that  he  had  been  hitting  tennis  balls  with  his  ball  machine  all
afternoon and was running on Fletcher time. He hands me a lovely
bottle  of  Cabernet  Sauvignon  with  a  personalized  label  saying,
Greetings, Colin Fletcher. He is very hungry and goes straight for food.

Soon, Chicago Steve gathers Mac, Colin and me together, fills
his Norse horn with Champagne and initiates a New Year toast. We
take turns as everyone follows Steve’s lead, stating our New Year’s
resolution and drinking from the horn. Mac resolves to lose weight,
spend more time out-of-doors and summit Mount Whitney. 

I gather myself, take a deep breath and speak what comes as it
comes  through  me:  “Let  me  acknowledge,  identify,  understand,
accept and overcome all  of  my fears and turn them into love.”
When I hear and realize what I’ve just said, I gasp. I’m surprised
since I’ve never thought about this before.

Colin takes the next turn, “My resolution this year is the same
as it was last year and the year before that and the year before that:
Not to make any New Year’s resolutions.”

“Here, here,” we chime in unison.



The evening evolves. At one point I stand outside with Colin on
the  back  porch  and  talk  about  campfires.  He  says,  “I  feel  the
campfire  scares  away all  the  little  animals  who would  otherwise
come to visit. And, . . .” then stops himself  midway, . . . . “Oh, I
write about it in my one of  my books.”

I understand. I rely upon my writings to explain my thoughts. I
feel  that  I  write  better  than I  can  speak.  My problem is  that  I
change my mind. What I thought last year, may not be the same
today. I’m not that stable. I’m fluid and mutable. We change our minds
because we can. But maybe that’s not really a problem.

I  love  listening  to Colin  tell  his  stories  in  his  fading  Welsh
accent. He says it takes him five years to complete a book. I feel
honored and humbled by his presence. 
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January 2, Tuesday m_
Focus

We are what we give our attention to. 
~  Ian Xel Lungold, Welcome to the Evolution

I stay up all night till 5:30 a.m. working on  R&R. Sleeping just a
few hours, I go at it again, leaving the dirty dishes sitting in the
sink. At 2:07 p.m. the computer screen goes black. Power failure.
Well, is it time to take a shower? I do.

At 2:39 p.m. the electricity returns. The Universe made sure
that I took a break. 

The printing finishes after 6 p.m., but it is too late to go to the
copy shop. The bottom of  the sink hasn’t been visible for a while
so I do the dishes. And my butt was getting tired of  sitting at the
computer for so long. When I focus my energy somewhere, I have
the ability to put on blinders.

January 3, Wednesday  v/c (void of  course)
LOOSE ENDS

Curiosity killed the cat. But for a while, . . . I was suspect. 
~  Steven Wright 

My Moldavite is missing.  Late yesterday afternoon I was on the
front porch throwing the runes and waiting for the evening Great
Blue Heron to fly  by.  Seasonally,  just  after  sunset,  a Great Blue
Heron flies from the southwest across the front of  my house to
the northeast. I’ve watched it do this for the last couple of  seasons.
Sometimes  it’s  one,  sometimes  two  and,  last  year,  three  flew
together. Yesterday and today one travelled the reverse direction
just after sunrise, flying across the back of  the house.

While waiting for the evening bird I laid out the Moldavite
necklace for its daily sunbath. I was up and down, in and out of  the
house  doing  various  things  and  somewhere  along  the  time,  the
necklace and the pouch disappeared. Only the quartz crystal that I
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laid on the pouch next to the Moldavite remained. I thought that
maybe Pooch, our cat,  accidentally knocked it off  since she had
been  sleeping  close  by.  The  bushes  are  overgrown  below,  so  I
hedge clip and clear the way. No Moldavite. The porch is not far
from the sidewalk, but I refuse to believe that someone walking by
would take it off  my porch. It’s a puzzle.

I look up campfires in Colin’s book, The Complete Walker III. He
writes more than four pages about the subject. Here is a bit:

But I am very aware that a fire cuts you off  from the night. I do not mean
only that it makes most night animals give your camp a wide berth. Within
the fire’s domain you exist in a special, private, personal, isolated world. It is
only when you walk away and stand for a while as part of  the silence and
immensity beyond that you understand the restriction. And then you find that
the silent, infinite, mysterious world that exists beyond the campfire is truer
than the restricted world that exists around it  ― and that in the end it is
more rewarding.

He goes on to discuss the ecological impact. 
I call the Mount Whitney ranger station. Mac and I would like

to summit it this year. The trail is on a quota system because of
high usage. I wrote a letter last September inquiring about how to
apply for a wilderness permit  and they said that  the reservation
system will be changing for 1996 and to call back in January. That’s
now. The recording says  the office will be closed until a federal budget is
passed or a continuing resolution is signed. Government. Politics. 

January 11, Thursday   in Virgo 
FINISHING TOUCHES

Only begin and then the mind grows heated; only begin and the task
will be completed. 

~  Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

The  Return  of  Merlin is  due  back  at  the  library  and  cannot  be
renewed because it has holds on it. I’ve gotten into it, but I’ve been
spending most of  my time proofreading,  editing,  and correcting
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R&R. I can’t get Mac to be as energetic about editing it as I would
like him to be.



I’ve  worked  on  graphics  for  the  opening  pages  of  R&R and
printed two copies. Now I’m off  to the copy shop. I’ll make two
copies: one for me to work with and one to lend to whoever wishes
to read it. I can have them bound with covers for $3. I’ll keep the
original loose in a binder as a master so I can make changes and
corrections then photocopy more as needed.

I will copyright R&R through the post office, sending myself
a  registered  copy,  wrap  it  up,  seal  and  date.  It’s  the  unofficial
method but the easiest and cheapest. It’ll do in a pinch. I’ve got a
great  book called  The  Complete  Guide  to  Writing  Nonfiction  by The
American Society of  Journalists and Authors, edited by Glen Evans
offering 872 pages of  resources and information. I have a feeling
I’ll be referring to it often.

Aja comes home from school in about an hour. I run to the
copy shop and have the copies spiral bound. They cost $15.89 each
to produce, (minus the printing at home).



I sit on the porch and watch the evening turn to night. The Great
Blue Heron flies by on schedule. I have  Pavarotti’s  Favorite  Mozart
turned up.  Time  to  celebrate!  It’s  done! It  feels  good to have taken
R&R through the entire process from a mere thought all the way
to a real bound book.

While I sit here, a wonderful new idea comes to mind. I don’t
know in what form it’ll  manifest:  Fiction? Screenplay? Reality? I
love new ideas. It has to do with famous artists and backpacking. I
note it here so I can remember to do it. The other night I had a
dream that could have manifested into fiction, too. It would have
become a children’s book but now I can’t remember what it was
about. I didn’t write it down and now it’s forgotten.

I tell Sunshine the wonderful idea I had on the porch. I felt
reluctant, afraid that it might lose power in the telling. However, in
the act of  verbalizing, more ideas come and Sunshine adds a few. 
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January 14, Sunday  in Scorpio 
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM

For the second time in my life I’m out of  shape and overweight. I
let myself  go and reach my limit. Now I have eleven pounds to
lose.  

I get bored with regular dieting and exercise programs so I
just came up with an idea: Go for a walk to my favorite grocery
store, Trader Joe’s (about 3.5 miles round trip), and buy some of  my
favorite foods that equal the weight I wish to lose, eleven pounds.
So I take my backpack, walk to  TJ's and buy one pound each of
decaffeinated coffee, creamed honey,  granola, masoor dal,  penne
rigate pasta, California rice trio; two pounds buttermilk pancake &
waffle mix, brown rice; eight ounces each pine nuts and slivered
almonds and a small bottle of  100% pure maple syrup. It's about
eleven pounds. I load it in my backpack and carry it home. Daily, I
plan to take  my backpack full  of  food for  a  one-hour  walk,  or
longer.  Each morning I’ll  get  up,  go to the  bathroom, strip  my
clothes off  and weigh myself.  That is  my weight.  I never weigh
myself  at  any  other  time  of  the  day.  I  post  an  eleven-to-one
countdown on the wall above the bathroom scales. For each pound
I lose, I take a pound of  food out of  the pack. I’m ready to lose
weight and this also doubles as backpacking training.

January 15, Monday   in 
THE PHANTOM TREE

Living  in  this  world  means  choosing,  and  the  way  we  choose  to  walk  is
infallibly and perfectly expressed in the walk itself.

~  R.H. Blyth

One pound lost. The first pound can be lost just by announcing,
I’m on a diet. I choose the maple syrup to take out of  my pack and
fix waffles for breakfast. I weigh the 12.5 fl. oz. bottle of  syrup and
it weighs in at almost 2 pounds. I’m surprised; I’d counted it as one
pound. Ten more pounds to go.
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A mockingbird sings nearby and a memory ignites. Years ago when
the  kids  and  I  lived  in  the  Ocean Avenue  house,  mockingbirds
returned every Spring to grace us with their songs. We moved into
that house on New Year’s Eve when I was pregnant with Aja. She
was born two months later. Her father and I were divorced 2-½
years after that. The kids and I lived there five more years. It was a
great house. We saw many changes to the neighborhood while we
lived there. 

One  year,  the  backyard  neighbors  did  some  so-called
improvements to their house by remodeling and landscaping. They
trimmed an apricot tree to the bare nub. Nothing remained but a
four-foot-tall stump. Then the mockingbird returned in the Spring.
From my kitchen window I watched the bird land on the fence
then hop to the stump. Hop to the fence; hop back to the stump. I
watched this go on long enough to surmise that the bird had lost
her  home.  She’d  gone  out  of  town  for  a  few  months  and
somebody cut down her home. I felt sad as she hopped back and
forth; lost in the name of  improvements. 

January 16, Tuesday   in 
REGIMEN

The journey is the reward. 
~  Chinese saying

I took the ten-pound backpack full of  food for a walk yesterday. I
didn’t  lose  any more weight  but  my  legs  are  a  little  sore  today.
That’s a good sign. It’s raining today, so the walk should be fun. My
backpack isn’t waterproof  so I’ll wear it under my raincoat or wait
for a break in the weather.

A thought comes to mind, What if, after I’ve lost a pound, I gain it
back? After careful consideration I decide that if  I gain weight back
I will walk up to Trader Joe’s, buy replacement pound(s) of  food and
add it to the pack. I wonder how long this is going to take to lose
the weight?
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I cruise the used book section of  the bookstore looking for
Einstein’s Dreams by Alan Lightman. I don’t find it but buy some
others:  The Morning of  the Magicians by Louis Pauwels and Jacques
Bergier, an out-of-print book which my former father-in-law and
successful  author,  Don Pendleton,  regarded as one of  the most
treasured books in his library;  Illusions by Richard Bach, (a classic
I’ve  never  read  that  has  been  coming  up  frequently  in
conversations so I should read it);  The Holy Science by Swami Sri
Yukteswar, Paramhansa Yogananda’s teacher, master, guru.   

I’m  finding  the  “finishing  touches”  process  on  R&R very
time consuming. I’ve decided not to let anyone else read it until I’ve
finished all of  the editing, proofreading and correcting, which may
take  a  while.  I  did,  however,  send  the  extra  copy  to  my friend
Melissa in Anchorage, Alaska. I owed her a Christmas present and
she won’t judge my unfinished work too harshly. I let my brother
Thom read the part about him. He gave me a big kiss. His new
band, Free Ears, debuted Saturday night. He and his wife, Angelina,
are  an incredible  musical  team.  I  know they  will  go big  time.  I
suggest  to  Sunshine  that  her  first  directing  project  might  be  to
make a Free Ears video. Angelina is from Russia. Her song writing,
music abilities and stage charisma are exceptional. The two of  them
seem to work very well together and are producing some excellent
music.  [AFTERNOTE:  Angelina  and  Tom  create  the  band
Persephone’s Bees and enjoy a sweet success.]

January 17, Wednesday   in 
INSPIRATION

Beautiful sunrise this morning. A tiny wisp of  a baby moon peeks
in and out from behind the clouds. Not much color, but heavy on
the magic.

I’m a third of  the way into  The Return of  Merlin,  which has
become an I-can’t-put-it-down book. 

Yes, I took my ten-pound backpack for a walk yesterday. My
buttocks, thighs and abdomen were a little sore and it felt good.
This morning I weigh in two pounds lighter, so the decaffeinated
coffee and fat-free apple strawberry granola are liberated from the
pack. The first three pounds are usually the easiest.
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CONCEPTION OR INPUT

I wear my rain jacket on a morning walk,  thinking it  might rain
again. The rain jacket with my fleece pullover underneath keeps me
very warm. It gets a bit drippy inside from sweat. 

On the walk, it  comes to mind to write about my personal
journey  through  the  bumpy  roads  in  this  lifetime  and  the
experiences of  healing the body, the mind, and the spirit. I have
childhood issues still causing some internal conflict. Time for some
therapy writing.
Entertainment:  Junk, Wild Reverence

SELF-PUBLISH?

I ask Sunshine whether or not I should offer anyone my unfinished
book now and she flat out says, “No. I wouldn’t show anyone my
film until it was done.” She’s right. For now I will concentrate on
making all of  the corrections and changes that I possibly can so I
can say, it’s done. 
Entertainment:  Robert Post, 8-½

January 23, Tuesday  ☼ in /  in 
HM-M-M

Love is the tapestry woven of perfection, and each thread in it is as precious
as all the others. 

~  Deepak Chopra, The Return of Merlin

The Return of  Merlin had hold of  me the last few days. I woke up
yesterday  morning  with  a  hundred  pages  to  go,  determined  to
finish it before doing anything else. I read the last page, then  turn
back to the introduction to re-read it with a different perspective.
Like all good books I couldn’t wait to finish but felt sad when I did.

I was fine with the book until this morning. Last night I had a
horrible nightmare. In it I orchestrated a scenario and killed two
innocent people in the name of  love. It really frightened me to see
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myself  exhibiting violence without a conscience. In  The Return of
Merlin, Mordred,  a  wicked  wizard,  could  manipulate  a  person
through their dreams. But in the end of  the book, Merlin tells us,
“In  truth,  the  darkness  has  no  power  other  than  what  they
[mortals] give it.” Merlin placed his face close to the boy’s face, “I
am going to tell you the secret of  conquering evil.  You are the evil.
When you can face that, all monsters dissolve into the mist.” I’ve
had some pretty scary dreams, but seeing myself  without regard for
human life was the most frightening. 

Further on in the book Chopra reminds us, “This is the world
you have dreamed from the purity of  your heart.” Do we have the
power to create our future? How can we make our hearts pure?

pure [ME pur < OF < L pur(us), clean, unmixed, plain, pure] 
1. free from anything that adulterates, taints, etc. 

Pure water would be crystal clear, unpolluted. A pure heart would
be  crystal  clear,  unpolluted.  Pure  is  not  a  judgment  call.  Purity
would be clarity. My goal is to become pure spirit. I wish to live
without illusion. 

illusion [< L. illudere, to mock] 1. a false idea or conception 
2. an unreal or misleading appearance.

This leads me to read the next book,  Illusions, The Adventures of  a
Reluctant Messiah, by Richard Bach. Read and run.

I’m still ruminating about writing about my childhood issues. I
feel  that  I  want  to get  it  out of  me and onto paper,  sort  of  a
manifestation so it can be a  thing. It can't be a  self-help or a  how-to
book, for I can only speak for myself  from the path I have chosen.
It would not be advice. It would be therapy. I would like to clarify
the chaos, resolve this internal conflict and move on. 

January 24, Wednesday  in 
BACH

Every person, all the events of your life are there because you have drawn
them there. What you choose to do with them is up to you.

~  Richard Bach, Illusions
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I finish reading  Illusions. Lovely book. Quick. Terse. I’ll send it to
Jeremiah in Colorado. Jeremiah is  a reluctant messiah.  He might
really identify with this story. I find it encouraging. My friend Mary
Ann came by yesterday and said Illusions had a great impact on her
when  she  read  it  in  her  early  twenties.  I  read  Bach’s  Jonathan
Livingston  Seagull in  my  youth  and  found  in  it  a  delightful  new
perspective to view life. Illusions was quite appropriate to read after
The Return of  Merlin. It’s the same thing. We’re all the same thing.
We are one.

Off  to the bookstore to find Deepak Chopra’s newest book,
The Way of  the Wizard. I see Illusions still has a treasured spot on the
metaphysical/spiritual  shelf.  Trailside® has  a  book  on  winter
camping. A number of  friends have been up to the Sierra skiing
and report a lot of  snow. The Way of  the Wizard comes home with
me. I want to know it all.
Entertainment:  Tom Russell, Greg Greenway, Jungle Biskit

January 30, Tuesday   in Gemini 
NEW FRIENDS

Friday, Mac and I went to a used bookstore and I brought home an
exciting  bundle:  Chariots  of  the  Gods? by  Erich  Von  Daniken
(popular back in the 70s),  Black Elk Speaks by John G. Neihardt
(classic which I never read), Black Elk, The Sacred Ways of  a Lakota
by Wallace Black Elk (grandson of  Black Elk), Ayurveda, The Indian
Art  & Science of  Medicine by Dr. Chandrashekhar G. Thakkur,  The
Shell  Seekers by  Rosamunde  Pilcher  (a  recommended  novel)  and
Autobiography of  a Yogi by Paramhansa Yogananda.

January 31, Wednesday  v/c
INPUT

To the right,  books;  to  the left,  a  tea-cup.  In  front  of  me,  the fireplace;
behind me, the post. There is no greater happiness than this.

~  Teiga
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It seems like we spend the first  twenty years of  our lives being
forced into conforming to society. They send us to school; we have
to go. The institution has a standard. If  you don’t fit their standard,
you fail. We may continue the participation with higher education.
Then  we  spend  the  next  twenty  years  trying  to  fit  into  the
predetermined mold.  We create  families.  We pursue  careers.  We
invest our time for the future. Then we spend the next years trying
to escape what we’ve created. That’s where I am now, so I don’t
know what the next twenty years bring. Perhaps living in love and
freedom.

Today is a gorgeous rainy day. On a walk to the post office, I
fantasize about living in the woods just outside of  a small village,
perhaps in another country. When one simplifies one’s life, one can
spend more time with one’s passions. I love to read. Planet Earth
holds enough good books to entertain me through the rest of  my
life.  I  have  five  to  ten  books  by  my bedside  each  containing  a
bookmark. What could one want more than the luxury of  time to
savor  a  delicious  book  at  one’s  leisure  and  read  to  the  heart’s
content?  Time with a  well-written book is  time spent  with that
author,  .  .  .  being  privy  to  the  thoughts  they’ve  chosen  to
release, . . . wondering what thoughts were withheld, . . . admiring
the art of  wording, . . . words that we all have access and equal
right to use, . . . admiring the wholeness of  a poetic description of
the mundane, . . . allowing the reader an opportunity to perceive
differently and perhaps change lives. Hail the generosity of  writers,
willing to share their innermost thoughts, feelings and inspirations;
willing to dare into the land of  fiction, allowing the creative flow to
run; willing to endure the public scrutiny and criticism. What drives
an author to write? What drives a reader to read, musicians to play,
artists to create, golfers to golf ? I suppose if  I could answer those
questions I would be God. I am not. 

The river flows but knows not why. The birds, the snow, the
wind, the cells in our body, . . . . Spirits Being Human are probably
the only part of  nature that questions their existence. Generally, I
suppose we do not voluntarily do things unless we know why and
we agree with the motivation. Or do we? Think back to when you
were a child, age eight years or younger. What did you love to do?
And what did you want to do all day? Are you doing it? Are you
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happy?  Is  this  how you  want  your  life  story  to  read?  Are  you
preparing your soul for its next journey?

If  I were a teacher, I’d have my kids sit and read at least one
hour a day. They may read anything they wish and there would be
no talking, only reading. I would encourage them to take notes and
mark  passages  they  discover  and  find  particularly  interesting  or
curious. One at a time, I would sit with each student and discuss
what (s)he has been or is currently reading. 

Reading allows us to think the thoughts of  others; get out of
our heads; get out of  our lives; explore other possibilities; expand
awareness.

As much as I’d like to snuggle up on the couch and read all
day,  I’m  feeling  an  urgency  to  finish  the  corrections  on  R&R.
Leisure  reading  must  wait.  But  first  I  must  walk  to  Valnizza’s
Market in my old neighborhood and get my lottery ticket. I’m ready
to win. 

Perhaps the truth depends on a walk around the lake.
~  Wallace Stevens

Uh-oh.  I’ve  neglected  to  ask  the  help  of  the  California  State
Lottery Angels. How silly of  me. I use the Parking Angel to get
parking  spots  and  The  Short  Line  Angel  for  the  post  office,
grocery stores and the like. I’ve learned to ask the Angels to help
me along my journey. How silly of  me never to think of  using the
Lottery Angel. Also, the thought came to me to meditate tonight
from 7:30 p.m. until 8:15 p.m., the time of  the drawing. 

I read part of  chapter 3, The Earth People’s Philosophy in Wallace
Black  Elk’s  book  about  the  spirit  in  each  living  thing.  Spirits,
Angels. The same.

North American shamanism is unique in that it has remained relatively
untouched by any of the major world religions. This is not the case for
the shamans of Europe, Asia, or Africa, where shamanism often takes
on Taoist, Christian, or Buddhist motifs. In North America, however,
shamanism has remained basically the same for thousands of years.

~  William S. Lyon, preface of Black Elk, 
The Sacred Ways of a Lakota
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February 7, Wednesday  in 
THE LOTTERY ANGEL

As man thinketh in his heart, so he is.
~  James Allen

believe [ < OE. geliefan] 1. to take as true, real, etc.
true [ OE. treowe] 1. faithful; loyal
faith [ < L. fidere, to trust] 1. unquestioning belief
faithful 1. loyal, 2. conscientious, 3. accurate; reliable

It came to me, as I was just meditating, that we are co-creators of
our  reality.  I’m  reading  The  Way  of  the  Wizard.  Our  souls  are
timeless. What we see is what we’ve created. Therefore, what we
believe, will happen. For instance, I have learned to use the Parking
Angel.  It  took  some  practice  but  whenever  I  desire  an  empty
parking space in a specific location, I visualize that space open and
waiting for me. I enlist the help of  the Parking Angel (the higher
power) to help me. I do not doubt that space will be there and I do
not fret or question if  it’s not there. If  it’s not available I accept it
and continue to practice. 

Then,  after  getting  comfortable  with  the  Parking  Angel,  I
found the No Line Angel. I’m always amazed and amused how the
Universe works and I always give thanks. 

One time after Christmas I forgot to use the No Line Angel,
thinking that the seasonal rush would be over and I didn’t  worry
about long lines. Surprisingly I found the longest line I had ever
seen at the post office. Fortunately a friend was also in line and
recommended buying the book of  stamps I needed at the grocery
store. I left the line.

I’m thinking that our reality is created in direct proportion to
the amount of  faith and conviction that we have in our dreams. If
I believe and trust that I’ll win the lottery, then I will. Energetically,
trust is the key.
Entertainment:  P. Hux
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February 12, Monday   in 
PROBLEMS

We’re all gods and may as well get good at it. 
~  Stewart Brand, Whole Earth

Ah, Scorpio moon. My Mars is in Scorpio. My first book remained
free of  emotional problems. It was a grand year. But now I find
myself  upset  and  afraid.  Something  is  disturbing  my  emotional
calm. 

MEDICINAL INDIAN HUMMUS

1 cup golden raisins or currents
2 (15-oz.) cans garbanzo beans, drain and rinse
2 Tbls. lemon juice
6 or more cloves of  garlic
2 Tbls. oil-free tahini (or peanut or nut butter) 
2 tsp. curry powder
2 tsp. turmeric
1 tsp. ground fenugreek (optional) 
freshly ground pepper to taste
4 pitted dates
½ cup water 

To soften the raisins, boil some water. Put the raisins in a bowl and
cover with the hot water. Let them sit to soften.

In a food processor with an “S” blade, combine garbanzos, lemon
juice, garlic, tahini, curry powder, turmeric, fenugreek, pepper, dates
and water. Process until finely ground, about 3 minutes.

Scrape down the sides. 
Drain the raisins and add to processor. Pulse to combine. 

I eat it by the spoonful. 
Recipe is  based on the  Indian Hummus recipe,  page  273 in  the
book,  The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Plant-Based Nutrition by Julieanna
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Hever, Alpha Books.

http://www.ellenpendleton.com/

http://www.espbooks.net 

Happy Trails 
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